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Hundreds of delegates from around the nation connected with their colleagues at the event for grants
professionals.

E Conference wrap

Grantmakers fine-tune
skills, nous and networks at
conference
HUNDREDS of Australia’s leading
grantmakers have recharged their
enthusiasm for one of the toughest yet
most rewarding jobs around, at the mustattend event for funding experts across
government and philanthropy.

The growing number of funding specialists reflects
the times we live in, when funding effectively has
never been more critical.

We’re talking of course about the Grantmaking
in Australia conference, held August 8–9 in
Melbourne.

Conference builds on best practice,
learning from mistakes

Following the sell-out success of last year’s event,
the Australian Institute of Grants Management
(AIGM) this year moved to the top floor of
Melbourne’s RACV Club to cater for 250 delegates.

The theme of the conference, “better grantmaking
evaluation”, saw presentations ranging from highly
practical to theoretical – often at the same time.

Key themes that buzzed throughout the event
included the power of partnerships, the benefits
of existing data, new tools developed here and
overseas, and the need to learn from and accept
“failures” to get the most of grant schemes.
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Conference MC Fiona Dempster, an AIGM director,
said the event was the only one of its kind.
“It's the one and only time grantmakers get
together. It’s the only cross-sectoral one that
brings everyone together from across the country,
with their unique work, to share ideas.”
Hosting the event cemented Ms Dempster’s view
of grantmaking as a great profession.
“It's a really interesting area to work in. You've
got to do it against the background of highly
researched and evidence-based information, yet
you're working ‘on the ground’, and you're working
with people, and you're trying to make an impact.
You've got to be able to bring the ground up and
the top down, and work in the middle. It's a great
dance.”

WATCH NOW: Watch a video wrap of the
Grantmaking in Australia conference.

Delegates heard from 21 speakers during the
event, including Andrew Callaghan of the
Australian Social Value Bank, Dr Squirrel Main from
the Ian Potter Foundation and Dr Robyn Mildon
of the Centre for Evidence and Implementation,
who pitched three very different presentations
that entertained while also providing tools and
techniques to tackle the growing evaluation
challenge.
For many delegates a highlight was the awarding
of the AIGM Grantmaker of the Year gong to the
four members of the NSW Heritage Grants team
(reports, lessons and tips pages 8, 24, 27).
Witnessed by their peers, the four were awarded
for their innovative and practical ideas, including
a new grantmaker–grantseeker portal, a planning
platform for prospective applicants, and methods
for reforming the way grantees are supported by
grants administration teams.

The Grantmaking in Australia Conference is the
only one of its kind. Pictures: Matthew Schulz

Earlier, panel discussions by leading funders
and thinkers also tackled better grantmaking
from both the funding and grantee sides of the
equation.
In the first of these, Jodi Kennedy from Equity
Trustees (report page 32) spelt out the
challenges the organisation had faced on its
journey towards outcomes-based grantmaking.
She told the conference Equity Trustees had
realised many benefits by becoming transparent
about how it distributed $100 million each a year,
and said the organisation aimed to be as open as
it expected grant recipients to be.
In the Grantee Panel that followed, funding
recipients discussed how they were coping
with the strong push by governments and
philanthropists to prove their programs were worth
the funds they’d been granted.
Jocelyn Bignold of McAuley Community Services
for Women, Cameron McLeod of the North

Conference MC Fiona Dempster says
grantmaking is a tricky but rewarding profession.
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Melbourne Football Club and Karen Sait of the Port
Phillip Community Group (report page 19) agreed
the key to success was equal partnerships built on
trust, even if the process was tough at times.
Ms Bignold summed it up nicely: “We want to work
with you. We don’t want you to dictate outcomes.
We want you to invest.”
And delegates were treated to an insider’s view
– from the Innovation Lab’s Sarah Barker – of the
work being done by Our Community to drive data
intelligence to the next level for grantmakers via
an “Outcomes Engine” that will track and analyse
grantmaking impact via the SmartyGrants system.
Our Community’s top leaders and analysts had
been hard at work in the Our Community Peace
Room (not to be confused with the War Room),
she said, tackling the prickly problem of measuring
outcomes across a suite of different programs.

Equity Trustees' grant program manager Nicole
Engleman talks about the philanthropic funds
move to better outcomes-oriented funding.

Grantmaking tribes meet for deep
discussion
Many AIGM and SmartyGrants staff believe
the true heart of the Grantmaking in Australia
conference lies in the Tribal Gatherings held each
year on day two of the jam-packed program.
State and federal grantmakers gathered in one
room to hear their colleagues’ stories of data and
evaluation from the front line.
Leah Andrews of the NSW Office of Environment
and Heritage set out to answer the question “Can
you afford not to evaluate?” (spoiler alert: the
answer is no).
Then Anne Robinson of artsACT described how her
organisation had adapted its grants program to
better suit the arts community.

Jocelyn Bignold of McAuley Community Services
for Women spoke about the experience of grant
recipients.

And data insights expert Paul Hyland (report page
30) dived into the depths of the data world, urging
delegates to seek help from statisticians when
the goings get hard, or risk being left behind in the
data world.
Simultaneously, local government funders
gathered in another room for a sometimesraucous presentation by the mayor of the City
of Port Phillip, Dick Gross, whose council takes in
Melbourne’s lively seaside St Kilda region.
Only Cr Gross (more on page 22) would begin
a presentation on good local government
grantmaking with a pop quiz about the “most
important thing grantmakers must know” using
The Sound of Music’s “Do-Re-Mi” as a prop. (And
the most important thing? The Local Government
Act.)
He was followed by a presentation on engaging
youth by Light Regional Council’s Lorinda Bayley,

The City of Greater Geelong's Justyn Rowe talking
about grantmaking committees.
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Delegates were treated to the most up-to-date thinking around funding, evaluation and grants management.

whose municipality straddles the rural–metro
divide in South Australia; Dale Sutton from the
southern Adelaide metro City of Onkaparinga,
who shared his out-of-the-box thinking on how to
bring in fresh grants and engage the community
(more on page 15); and the City of Greater
Geelong’s Justyn Rowe, who tackled the nitty
gritty of committees, including the pain of “table
bangers”, mind-numbing terms of reference, and
impossible questions – and how to avoid all three.

SmartyGrants to the max
Many conference delegates were also
SmartyGrants users, and so the Friday Optimising
SmartyGrants session had power-users all ears
about ways to maximise their advantage.
Users were glued to the screen as SmartyGrants
training and support services director Jodie
Shanks demonstrated the developing Outcomes
Engine in action, showing off its application across
multiple measurement frameworks.

There was plenty of questions about planned
features of the SmartyGrants that are under
development.

She also touched on the continued expansion of
the CLASSIE taxonomy, which helps grantmakers
to label their social sector work with greater
consistency.
Delegates were keen to know more about the
use of dashboards and “doughnuts”, all of which
can help grantmakers to work faster and more
effectively.
Users dug into technical nooks and crannies
to examine the potential development of nonstandard grants, online contracts and better
application of standard fields.
Ms Shanks stressed that reading SmartyNews
– sent to users monthly – was the best way for
users to find out about new product developments
as soon as they were launched.

SmartyGrants training and support services
director Jodie Shanks.
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Grants guru Squirrel Main crunches
the numbers
Delegates laughed and groaned with recognition
as Dr Main – who leads research and evaluation
work at the Ian Potter Foundation – convened a
fictious grants “panel” comprising four amateur
actors who improvised their way around the egos,
unrealistic expectations and demands of both
sides.
Dr Main had gleefully crunched the numbers
on “the cost of not funding evaluation” using
data from the Ian Potter Foundation’s extensive
database.
The answer? A loss of between 20c and 67c per
dollar invested. (Read more on page 10)
Dr Main also showed that good programs
with evaluation can multiply an organisation’s
“leverage” significantly.
As she put it, “leverage is the currency of
philanthropy”.
It may be the first time anyone has crunched the
numbers to bring into sharp relief the difference
between unwittingly funding failing programs and
having the data to build on your successes.
Her message? Allocating funds for evaluation
pays for itself.
Dr Main said she’d been excited to answer the
question about the cost of not evaluating. “No
one’s asked me that before,” she said after her
presentation, and she expects to explore the topic
further.
“In every instance I made a conservative estimate,
so it’s probably much higher.”

provider struggling with the basics of evaluation
amid growing demands for sophisticated
measures from grantmakers, governments and
philanthropists.
“The number one driver of failure of evaluation and
impact measurement is not having a culture and
senior champions who are driving it … [and] just
ticking boxes to meet the requirements of funding,”
he said.

Dr Mildon reveals how not to trip over
your evaluation
A high point of the conference for many
delegates was the high-powered – and hilarious
– presentation by Dr Robyn Mildon of the Centre
for Evidence and Implementation, based in both
Sydney and Singapore, who disarmed the crowd
with her tale of tripping and landing squarely on
her chin while alighting from a flight to Melbourne.
And while Dr Mildon outed herself as a “dork” for
tripping over her scarf before a planeload of
passengers and copping a “hideous bruise” and
a tongue that didn’t quite work, she rose to the
occasion at the conference – with the help of
some painkillers.
In fact, many picked Dr Mildon as the conference
highlight for her unabashed honesty and shootfrom-the-hip commentary and “myth busting”
about evaluation.
Her centre, she said, is an intermediary agency
that straddles research, policy and practice,
working with government, philanthropy and
corporates.
She said that while evidence was now “the new
black”, some practitioners weren’t doing it well.

Why grantmaking evaluation is like
baking a perfect loaf
Australian Social Value Bank impact specialist
Andrew Callaghan (details page 35) told the
conference that the effort to become a good
evaluator took time, patience and skills, much like
making a good sourdough bread.
“Over seven years, I've mastered that craft, but
it’s the same with impact measurement and
evaluation: I’ve learned over time, I’ve failed, I’ve
produced reports that were okay but needed to be
improved, and I’ve had to change the questions
that I’ve used.”
Evaluation, he told delegates, wasn’t a short
relationship, and it certainly wasn’t a glossy
report aimed at boosting public relations, but a
“journey” for those wanting to be good at it. And
one way to keep that understanding on track
was to visualise “Sonia”, a fictitious not-for-profit

Dr Robyn Mildon makes a point during an
entertaining address on her evaluation
superheroes and her own personal failings.
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She warned delegates of the “old school” set who
painted evidence-based policy or evidenceinformed practice as a “one-way street”, with
research findings driving policies and programs.
Context was also critical, she said.
“It's about making decisions based on information
that you have, in the context of the community
that you're working in, the resources you have, the
mandate of the organisation.
“It's just a way of figuring out the best decisions to
make under such circumstances.”
She said it was time for “scattergun” funding to
end, and to understand that “poor evaluation
makes most things look good”.
That’s why her evaluation “superheroes”, she said,
were the folk at Evidence Action, a US-based
global not-for-profit that has demonstrated good
evaluation in the field.

Grantmaker of the Year runner-up Rachel Kerry
of the CAGES Foundation with Our Community
Executive Director Kathy Richardson at the
networking drinks.

Evidence Action pulled the plug on a program
designed to help the rural poor in Bangladesh.
Dubbed No Lean Season, the pilot seemed like a
success, but a large-scale randomised controlled
trial revealed No Lean Season wasn’t actually
having the desired impacts at all.

something is, it is beyond whether it's a process
evaluation or impact evaluation. It's what question
are they trying to answer and therefore match
your methods to your question.”

She warned that high-quality studies tended to
be costly and difficult, whereas bad research was
often cheaper, with results that tended to flatter
the organisations concerned.
A useful alternative for grantmakers to consider
involved using existing research that already
demonstrated the effectiveness of interventions.
But beyond that, grantmakers needed to
understand the ground they were operating in.
“You must understand what good evaluation
research looks like … it's a very important tool in
your toolbox to understand what is being put in
front of you or what claims are being made.”
“So when you're thinking about giving some money
to folks, and asking them to evaluate how effective

She said there was still not enough being done to
assess the performance of funders in the giving of
grants, and to monitor their effectiveness.
And she hoped grantmakers would continue to
share good evaluations to help the sector learn
from them.

MORE INFORMATION
TWITTER: Relive the conference conversation
via #AusGrants
PRESENTATIONS: Delegates can access all
presentations. Mail service@ourcommunity.
com.au
WEB LINK: www.aigm.com.au/conference2019

Dates set for 2020 grantmakers’ conference
Lock these days in your calendar: 6-7 August, 2020
Funders around the country already know that the
Grantmaking in Australia Conference is a must-attend
event. So earlybirds and planners will be pleased to be able
to lock the dates in their diaries now. And the venue? The
RACV Club in Melbourne. See you there!
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B Grantmaker of the Year
Top grantmakers shine a light
on our funding future
A team of NSW Government grantmakers
overseeing a heritage grants budget of
around $3 million per annum has been
crowned the 2019 Grantmaker of the Year.
The NSW Heritage Grants Team, comprising
team leader Jan Nye, senior grants officer Nicole
Guyatt and grants officers Rukmani Balram and
Rosanna Luca, was announced award winner at
the 2019 Grantmaking in Australia Conference in
Melbourne on August 8, 2019.
The Grantmaker of the Year Awards, overseen by
the Australian Institute of Grants Management
(part of the Our Community Group), have been
run five times since 2012.
Unlike most awards, the Grantmaker of the Year
Awards are designed to reward ideas for pushing
the field forward, rather than acknowledging past
accomplishments. (Read more about their ideas
on page 24.)

The winning team (L-R) Jan Nye, Rosanna Luca,
Nicole Guyatt and Rukmani Balram.

“We want to unearth the grantmakers who are
leading the field and to reward innovation,”
said Our Community executive director Kathy
Richardson.
“We also want to use the ideas they put forward
to help drive Australia’s grantmaking reform
agenda. Around $80 billion is given out in grants
in Australia each year, most of it designed
to drive social, economic and environmental
progress. It’s so important that we get it right.”
Ideas from past years’ awards have been used
to inform new help sheets and policies for the
Australian Institute of Grants Management, and
where possible is embedded into the AIGM’s
grantmaking software, SmartyGrants.
The 2019 winning team is part of the NSW
Department of Premier and Cabinet and has
almost 55 years of funding and grant program
management experience between them.
Their application included ideas for a
grantmaker-grantseeker portal, a planning
platform for prospective applicants, and practical
methods for reforming the way grantees are
supported by grants administration teams.
“The Heritage Grants Team has actually
implemented this last idea,” Ms Richardson said.
“Their ‘champion team’ comprises a group of
seven women and men from around the state,

Here’s a closer view of The Grantmaker of the
Year award – designed by sculptor Anne-Marie
Gentile – which recognises the superheroes in
grantmaking, and aims to encourage innovation
in the field.

including two women and two men who are
Aboriginal. They’ve published everyone’s photos
online, and their contact details, so applicants
can self-select the person they feel most
comfortable in approaching for help.”
The team’s senior grants officer Nicole Guyatt
said the team’s initial shock was quickly replaced
with joy at the news.
Grants Management Intelligence
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She said that grantmaking was a rewarding
career, but one that was often undervalued.
“We are so happy that our team has received
this award in recognition of all the hard work we
have put into re-designing the grants program,
trialling new processes and developing new
communications and engagement strategies.”
Two runners-up were awarded this year, in
recognition of the extremely high calibre of the
applications: Melbourne grantmaker Jon King and
Sydney foundation CAGES.
Jon King is grants manager at the Community
Broadcasting Foundation, which gives out around
$17 million each year to help community media
organisations communicate, connect and share
knowledge through independent radio, television
and digital media.
Jon’s application included ideas for more
authentic impact assessment and outlined his
organisation’s impressive approach to peer
assessment of grant applications.
“What was particularly impressive in Jon’s
application was his knowledge of what’s
happening outside his own immediate sphere of
grantmaking,” Ms Richardson said. “He identified
leading grantmakers and leading grantmaking
practices from around Australia and across the
world.”
CAGES, a private ancillary fund set up by the
Salteri Foundation in 2009 with a mission to shift
life outcomes for Indigenous children, was also
named as runner-up for the 2019 award.
The winning team comprises CAGES executive
director, Gemma Salteri, executive officer Rachel
Kerry, and foundation officer Monique McEwan.
The judges were impressed with the CAGES
team’s sophisticated understanding of the power
relationship between grantmakers and grantees,
their eagerness to assess and benchmark their

Our Community Executive Director Kathy
Richardson said the goal of the award was to
promote innovation.

own performance, and their fresh take on the
notion of ‘risk’ in grantmaking.
“It was also refreshing to hear the CAGES team
challenge the notion of an ‘engaged’ funder
being an interventionist grantmaker – they
acknowledge that sometimes the best approach
is to find an organisation you trust and just hand
over the cash,” Ms Richardson said.
The NSW Heritage Grants Team receives $5000
and a unique trophy designed by Victorian
sculptor Ann-Marie Gentile that represents their
new “grantmaking superhero” status, while the
runners-up each receive $1000.
Ideas from the winners, runners-up and the other
applicants will be collated and distributed to
AIGM members and SmartyGrants users.

MORE INFORMATION
Information about past winners can be found
at: https://www.aigm.com.au/grant_award

Grantmaker of the Year runners-up Jon King from the Community Broadcasting Foundation and Rachel
Kerry of the CAGES Foundation.
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The varied sitella is among the birds monitored on the Threatened Australian Bird Index in a data project to
assess the conservation status of native species. Birdlife Australia won a $121,000 environment grant from the
Ian Potter Foundation to build a stronger picture for evaluation. Picture: Andrew Silcocks/Birdlife Australia.

t Conference keynote

Not evaluating your grants? It’ll
cost you
By Matthew Schulz, journalist, Our Community

The Ian Potter Foundation is building a
strong reputation for its laser-like focus on
evaluation and its benefits, and leading
the charge is Dr Squirrel Main, a keynote
speaker at the 2019 Grants in Australia
conference.
The Ian Potter Foundation is one of Australia’s
biggest philanthropic organisations. It distributed
193 grants worth nearly $23 million in the 2016–
2017 financial year, and has given away $273
million since its inception in 1964.

own extensive database to see whether it could
provide an answer.
The Foundation records the amount of
“leverage” that its grants funding attracts
– that is, additional investments from other
sources. Leverage is known as the “currency of
philanthropy” for good reason.

The Melbourne-based organisation’s grants span
arts, the environment, science, medical research,
education, community wellbeing, health, disability,
knowledge and learning.
When conference organisers asked Dr Main – the
foundation’s research and evaluation manager –
to speak on the topic ‘False economy: The costs
of not funding evaluation’, she responded with
her trademark enthusiasm. And her first research
move? Google, of course.

Evaluation really gives you more
leverage
Dr Main soon discovered that nobody else,
apparently, had ever attempted to put a dollar
figure on the cost of failing to evaluate a grants
program, so she dug into the organisation’s

Dr Squirrel Main at the August 2019 Grants
in Australia conference
Grants Management Intelligence
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When Dr Main looked at all the programs that hadn’t been evaluated, at least not formally, she found
that the median leverage value of the Foundation’s grants was only 47 cents per dollar invested.
In contrast, the median leverage value in programs that had been evaluated was $1.55 per dollar
invested.
Median leverage value was even lower for programs that had poor outcomes, and even higher for
programs with strong outcomes.

Dr Squirrel Main found a ten-fold
difference between poorly leveraged
and highly leveraged programs –
and evaluation played a key role in
explaining the difference.

Dr Main said that looking beyond leverage value,
the benefits of evaluation increased exponentially
over time: good evaluations led to better future
investment decisions, as well a greater ability to
improve, adjust or defund programs that were
not working.
Other measures also demonstrated the benefits
of evaluation, Dr Main told delegates. On average,
program manager ratings were better for
evaluated programs, she said, as were long-term
outcomes.

Dr Main’s top suggestions for grantmakers
• Actually evaluate. You really don’t know which
of your programs are poor. Evaluations will tell
you. And if you’re getting answers you already
know, get a new evaluator.
• Read the evaluations. Don’t just skim the
executive summaries; read the details and see
whether the program is really doing what it
says it is.
• Don’t skimp on the budget. Allow at least 10
per cent of the program cost for evaluation,
and account for staff time for data collection,
and travel costs. Don’t expect fundees to do
everything out-of-hours and still expect quality
results.
• Build on the evaluations. Allow time for
reflection and sharing best practice.

MORE INFORMATION
Ian Potter focus: Why good grants need a
kernel of truth
WATCH NOW: Dr Main explains what you can
do to improve your evaluation.
Grants Management Intelligence
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a Making news

Ian Potter Foundation’s new
grants guidelines
The Ian Potter Foundation – a leader in
evidence-based grantmaking – has endorsed
new funding guidelines, based on four
“funding pillars”.
The pillars correspond with the main interests
of the organisation and are dubbed:
• Vibrant: covering arts and culture
• Healthy: targeting medical research
equipment and public health research
• Fair: assisting early childhood development
and community wellbeing
• Sustainable: targeting the environment
The new guidelines will affect all grants
starting with the foundation’s first 2020 round,
which opens in November this year.
In a statement to stakeholders, CEO Craig
Connelly (pictured) said the shift followed “a
lengthy review by our grants management
staff and consideration by the board”.
He said the board believed that the new
guidelines – which align the foundation’s
vision with its grants – would “lead to more
impactful and catalytic grantmaking”.

And he said the grants team would become
“subject matter experts” to better achieve
impact.
Details: www.ianpotter.org.au/what-wesupport/

Meet the social impact superstars
Australia's best social impact practitioners
will be recognised at the Social Impact
Measurement Network of Australia (SIMNA)
awards night.
Mark it in your calendar – 6–9pm, Thursday,
October 17, at the Queen Victoria Women's
Centre, 210 Lonsdale St, Melbourne – and
expect a great networking opportunity,
including drinks and canapes.
SIMNA is a professional network promoting
social impact measurement, with this year's
awards rewarding excellence, innovation,
collaboration and effective investment. Our
Community is the proud sponsor of the new
"effective investment" award.

The event features quick pitches from finalists,
and a discussion panel discussing the latest
trends.
Bookings: https://events.humanitix.com.au/
simna-awards-ceremony-2019
Our preview of the awards in Grants
Management Intelligence, July 2019
Plus read about the 2018 winners in Grants
Management Intelligence, December 2018
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Get on board the #GivingTuesday train
Government, council, corporate and
philanthropic grantmakers are being urged
to jump on board the world’s largest giving
bonanza: #GivingTuesday.
It’s hoped the Giving Tuesday movement,
already active in more than 50 countries, will
be embraced by more than 1000 Australian
groups under the #GivingTuesdayAUS banner
on Tuesday December 3.
The event has generated more than $1.25
billion in donations and millions of volunteer
hours globally since its inception in 2012, and
research shows GivingTuesday generates
donations that wouldn't otherwise have been
given.

Community
foundations to focus
on collaboration

Grantmakers are encouraged to come up
with novel ideas – you might give grantees
a #GivingTuesdayAUS gift; host a “Thank
you, assessors!” coffee morning; display the
#GivingTuesdayAUS logo on your website;
or host a one-day-only matched grant
challenge. No one "owns" this movement, so
you can do with it whatever you like.
GiveNow (part of the Our Community group)
is coordinating Australia's effort. Find out more
at www.givingtuesday.org.au or contact info@
givingtuesday.org.au.

Are your grants
costing more than
they’re worth?
A UK study has found that up to 46% of
grants represent a net loss, or to put it
another way, cost more than they’re worth.
Timetospare, a customer relationship
management and case management
tool for charities, found that the costs of
monitoring, unsuccessful applications,
staffing expenses and volunteer time often
outweigh the value of a grant.

Community foundations – 40 locally based
philanthropic groups which distributed $32
million in grants last year in Australia – are
hosting the annual National Community
Foundations Forum over three days this
month.
This year’s theme, “Better Together”,
highlights the importance of “collaboration
and solidarity in community philanthropy”.
The event, which targets foundations
and anyone interested in the lessons of
community philanthropy, takes place in the
South Australian coastal town of Goolwa on
October 29–31.
Registration ranges from $99 to $750: see
events.humanitix.com.au/better-together2019-national-community-foundationsforum.

Using the information made public on
360Giving and CharityBase, Timetospare
pulled together the “all in” costs of grant
processes, finding while a grant might
be great for the winners, the costs to the
sector as a whole are significant. The study
found that funder costs are often related to
the number of grants, rather than the size,
and that the average cost of administering
each grant was nearly $6000 per
organisation, and more than $12,000 for
the sector.
Timetospare’s main suggestion? Give
bigger grants. And if you’re going to divvy
out smaller ones, you’ll need to slash “costs”
for everyone with simpler applications,
employing fewer staff, and “replacing the
application process with better reporting”.
Read more: https://timetospare.com/
blog?id=grants-cost-more-than-theyare-worth
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Australian Philanthropy Awards
nod to top grants

The Justice Reinvestment project in Bourke was designed around collective impact and is
expected to save costs for corrective services and the juvenile justice system.

A groundbreaking project centred on the
remote town of Bourke, NSW, has won Best
Large Grant honours in the 2019 Australian
Philanthropy Awards.
The Maranguka’s Justice Reinvestment
Strategy has had stunning success in slashing
crime, domestic violence and drug offences
in the community by targeting the underlying
causes, and focusing on prevention.

Meanwhile, the Best Small Grant honour was
awarded to FRRR and its donor partners for
its work with the Blackall-Tambo Regional
Council on the Barcoo Way project.
The Barcoo Way (picture: www.barcooway.
com.au) covers nearly 500km along the
Barcoo River, a stretch hard hit by floods in the
Queensland outback.
A $45,000 Tackling Tough Times Together
FRRR grant was funded by the Tim Fairfax
Family Foundation and the Qantas Foundation
to draw tourists to the area.

The project – named after the Ngemba term
for “caring for others” – has been several
years in the making and was made possible
through a large grant from the Dusseldorp
Forum and the Vincent Fairfax Family
Foundation (VFFF).
More information: www.justreinvest.org.au/
justice-reinvestment-in-bourke/.

The result has been a huge spike in campers
heading to the region after the grant raised
the profile of the Barcoo Way concept through
great photographs, a website and a social
media campaign.
FRRR CEO Natalie Egleton told stakeholders
the project showed what a big impact a
small amount of funding could trigger for a
community.
More about the winners: philanthropy.org.au/
stories-awards-wrap-2019
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Anne Brant and other members of the Rose Court Verge Garden project team. The community project was
backed with a “Public Place Improvement Grant” from the City of Onkaparinga.

( Grants innovation

Adelaide council does it
differently with grants that
activate community
The City of Onkaparinga on Adelaide’s
southern fringe takes its name from an
indigenous word for “women’s river”, the
waterway that runs through an area that
spans urban and rural areas, great beaches
and picturesque vineyards.

Until recently, Mr Sutton said, Onkaparinga followed
a pattern of grants management familiar to the
hundreds of municipalities across Australia.

As every local government grantmaker knows,
councils have their work cut out trying to make the
most of natural advantages such as these, while
also tackling every type of social disadvantage.
Catering for 170,000 residents, Adelaide’s biggest
metro council runs a grants program to match its
size: 30 grants programs distributing $1 million a
year.
Dale Sutton leads the councils grants and
engagement team, and at the recent
Grantmaking in Australia conference, he revealed
how Onkaparinga is using new methods to boost
community engagement and grants impact.
Those methods include:
• a “shark tank” style pitch event in which
community organisations seeking support vote
for each other
• an expressions of interest process to attract
unexpected ideas on how the council should
spend its money.

The City of Onkaparinga is looking at ways
to "activate" its beautiful beaches by seeking
expressions of interest for community coastal
activities. After a successful pop-up bar, more
events and activities will be rolling out this
summer.
Grants Management Intelligence
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“Many of us in the grantmaking space create grant
programs to achieve strategic outcomes. Whether
that is to create new jobs, to stimulate the local
economy, or for social outcomes like trying to
reduce social isolation, we all create grants with a
specific outcome in mind.”
As every local government grantmaker knows,
councils have their work cut out trying to make the
most of natural advantages such as these, while
also tackling every type of social disadvantage.
Catering for 170,000 residents, Adelaide’s biggest
metro council runs a grants program to match its
size: 30 grants programs distributing $1 million a
year.
Dale Sutton leads the councils grants and
engagement team, and at the recent
Grantmaking in Australia conference, he revealed
how Onkaparinga is using new methods to boost
community engagement and grants impact.
Those methods include:
• a “shark tank” style pitch event in which
community organisations seeking support vote
for each other
• an expressions of interest process to attract
unexpected ideas on how the council should
spend its money.
Until recently, Mr Sutton said, Onkaparinga followed
a pattern of grants management familiar to the
hundreds of municipalities across Australia.
“Many of us in the grantmaking space create grant
programs to achieve strategic outcomes. Whether
that is to create new jobs, to stimulate the local
economy, or for social outcomes like trying to
reduce social isolation, we all create grants with a
specific outcome in mind.”

Natalie Pa'apa'a of “Blue King Brown” performing
at the council-sponsored Gorgeous Festival

Pitch Fork Project wins friends,
influences people
It was unexpected funds in 2016 that pushed
Onkaparinga to trial its pitch-style grants.
A $3000 award for excellence in public health
– a state government honour – was cause for
celebration, but also a bit of a headache.
“What were we going to do with it? We hadn’t
budgeted for this money, it didn’t belong to
any program or team, and we didn’t have the
resourcing to do anything with it ourselves.”

The familiar process goes like this: “We write our
guidelines and application forms and design the
assessment criteria to ensure the projects that will
deliver the best outcomes get funded. Then we
advertise or promote the grant opportunity and sit
on our hands and wait.”
Whether a funder is overwhelmed or
underwhelmed by those applications, the question
remains: “Did we get applications for projects and
programs that we really want to see delivered? Do
they match the strategic outcomes that we are
trying to achieve?”
Like many organisations, Onkaparinga had “fallen
into the same trap of creating grant programs
and just crossing our fingers that they will deliver
the outcomes we designed them for.”
As Mr Sutton put it: “This has had mixed success.”
WATCH NOW: How the Pitch Fork Project moved
spare cash, created a buzz.
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Onkaparinga’s community relations director,
Philomena Taylor, came up with a solution based
on a UK grants concept that tied nicely back into
public health by addressing the issue of food
security and nutrition in the district.
The Pitch Fork Project was born with a remit to:
• give back to the community
• encourage community driven solutions to a
regional issue
• encourage innovation and creativity in
communities
• trial a participatory decision-making approach.
The application process was simple, requiring 300
words.

Winners of the Pitch Fork Project receive cash
from the mayor.

The council shortlisted 10 groups, then gave each
group five minutes to pitch its project at a special
event – to the other groups.
After PowerPoints presentations, passionate
speeches and a pitch delivered in song, the
groups secretly voted one organisation worthy of
winning the $3000.
The Better Together Christies Downs group
convinced others they were the best placed to
spend the $3000 to share “rescued” food, recipe
books and kitchenware, alert people to seasonal
produce and teach them about safe food
handling.
The concept was roundly applauded, and with
the following year the council awarded $15,000 of
unspent grants funds using the same method.
The council plans to keep the project ticking
over with a different theme each year, based on
community consultation, and an annual budget
that’s bolstered by undersubscribed grant funds.

WATCH NOW: The City of Onkaparinga's Dale
Sutton say councils can do better with a bit of
creative thinking.

Not sure how to spend your money?
It's time to ask.
Once again, it was surplus funds (about $90,000)
that prompted another grants innovation at
Onkaparinga: the council’s Coastal Activations
Expressions of Interest.
And again, the council sought community help
to determine how funding should be spent to
“activate” coastal areas in summer.
There were no constraints, no parameters, no
limits on how much applicants could ask for. They
were just asked to complete a basic expression of
interest form.
“We wanted to see what ideas our community
would come up with, and then we would work with
each organisation to determine how we could
support them,” Mr Sutton said.
While the council had expected that ideas might

The council’s innovative streak supplements
traditional funding models which support
programs such as the “ladies’ shed” at the
Elizabeth House Positive Ageing Centre.
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Jay and Kerstin Holata with their children Riley, Casey and Jamie won a heritage grant to help restore their
cottage.

include fee waivers, cash assistance, or help with
power and water to coastal locations that were
lacking it, the suggestions that came in were as
diverse as the community itself.
There were 22 applications seeking help with
busking, art exhibitions, yoga classes, markets,
outdoor cinemas, and food and wine celebrations.
The requests with the lowest value were for basic
permits, such as busking permits. The biggest
pitch was for $60,000 (that group was redirected
to the council’s event sponsorship program).
The resultis a range of activities along the coast
that has the community buzzing, businesses
confident, and councillors happy that the events
have come at only a small cost.

How you can activate your grants
Mr Sutton says Onkaparinga’s experience contains
lessons for all grantmakers.

“Don’t just design a grant program, advertise it
… and wait, hoping for great applications to roll
in. Traditional grant programs (are) a one-way
dialogue where we are telling our communities
what we want to hear.”
What Onkaparinga has been able to do is to
tap into the energy of its communities and their
passions.
The experience has taught Mr Sutton and his team
that “if you listen to your community and ask them
how to solve local issues, they will come up with
some great ideas.”

MORE INFORMATION
Onkaparinga’s grants program: www.
onkaparingacity.com/Council/Grants

What a difference a day can make
DECEMBER 3, 2019
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R Collaboration

Grant
partnerships
will avoid the
pain
By Matthew Schulz, journalist, Our Community

Port Phillip Community Group executive
officer Karen Sait has sat on both sides of
the table when it comes to grants, so she
understands what it takes for funders to
make things easier for recipients.
The simple answer? Good partnerships.
In practice, it can be complicated, but achieving
better partnerships can reap extensive rewards for
both parties.
As a councillor for four years with the Port Phillip
Council – based in Melbourne’s lively beachside
suburb of St Kilda – Ms Sait has seen a diverse
range of grant programs in action.
She’s also been involved in approving grants while
working in senior management roles with Victoria’s
Transport Accident Commission and inner-city
health services.
It’s a broad perspective for a community group
executive officer whose organisation is reliant on
grants, and who is grappling with the smallest
budget she’s ever had.
Ms Sait spoke at the Grantmaking in Australia

Karen Sait has extensive experience in granting
funds, and seeking them too.
conference alongside grantees from McAuley
Community Services for Women and the
North Melbourne Football Club’s community
engagement program.
She told delegates she acknowledges there are
challenges for funders and grantseekers when it
comes to dealing with grants processes.
After the panel session, she told Grants
Management Intelligence that the panel
members – who represented community, antiviolence, housing security and sports outreach
organisations – had common goals and
challenges. Each organisation was seeking to
grow, dealing with complexity in the services they
were delivering, and relying on grants to get that
business done.
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While she understands that grantmakers are
expected to get the best value for money they
can, and be accountable for their programs,
grantseekers are under pressure to deliver services
and “make a difference”, she says.
“It’s about how to make that marriage work.”

Relationships are crucial
That marriage analogy is apt, because developing
a strong relationship is crucial, especially when
things go wrong. For example, that relationship
will pay dividends when a grantee is struggling
to deliver what they’ve promised. It shouldn’t be a
shock if that happens, because as Ms Sait says,
“People change, needs change, demands change.”
Yet knowing there’s a grantmaker on the other
end of the phone willing to listen – without a
grantee “getting in trouble” – will help to enable
adjustments to a program that will produce the
outcomes a funder is expecting, she says.

Australia Post’s John Wall with PPCG clients and
staff. Australia Post assisted the organisation with
a community grant.

“I think that works to the benefit of everyone,” Ms
Sait says.
That honest relationship can also steer a potential
grantseeker away from a grant they don’t have a
chance of succeeding with.
“Being told ‘this is not the grant for you’ can also do
us a great favour.”
That view echoes the 2017 Grants in Australia
research study, which revealed that grantseekers
who’d won six or more grants in the past year were
far more likely to have a good relationship with
their funder than those who’d won fewer grants.

When funders don’t listen
We’re often told that listening is the secret of a
good relationship, and listening to grantseekers is
no different.
Ms Sait says one of the most difficult challenges
for grantseekers is when a grantmaker asks for
feedback, is given it, and then promptly ignores it.
“If they’ve asked for feedback about the
application or the acquittal process, and you know
you’re not the only grantee that has provided
similar information, yet year after year, it’s the
same format (of question) that comes out. That’s
really frustrating.”
(We refer readers once again to the 2017 Grants
in Australia study, p29, and the 2018 study, p44,
which show grantmakers can do much better
here.)

You want that multi-page acquittal
for how much money?
Another frustrating issue that’s frequently raised by

Long-time financial counsellor Maz Fox helps
provide a crucial service for the group.

grantseekers is excessive bureaucracy for minor
grants.
Ms Sait recalls a $1000 grant to pay for a
computer, and describes the grants process
associated with it as a “crack up” – but not
in a good way. Her organisation’s staff found
themselves laughing at the length of the
application form and the two-part acquittal, with
reports expected at the halfway point and at the
end of the process.
“It was obviously a generic type of acquittal
process, when truly a receipt of purchase would
have been quite adequate for a $1000 item.”
“For a $5000 or $1000 grant, it’s about recognising
the business of not-for-profits, the process of
applying for grants, and then streamlining both
the application and the acquittal to match the
amount of funds and outcomes that you’re
delivering.”
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“Wellness Walks” with local dog owners and their pets – targeting marginalised and non-English speaking
residents – are among programs run by the Port Phillip Community Group.

It’s all about ensuring that the “cost” of applying for
and acquitting a grant – including the staff time
and resources of both funders and grantseekers –
does not outweigh the benefits of receiving one.

When it’s time to go back to the
grantmaking manifesto
Before presenting at the conference, Ms Sait
examined the AIGM Grantmaking Manifesto, which
lays out the central tenets of good grantmaking.
She said it reinforced her view that grantees and
grantmakers must work together for better impact.

WATCH NOW: Karen Sait explains how
grantmakers can build partnerships with
recipients.

“I think it's fantastic, both from a grantmaker and
a grantee perspective, because there's a lot of
information in there that I think informs both sides
of the equation.”
The manifesto declares:
• Grantmaking is an absolutely central element in
the Australian economic system.
• Not one dollar should be wasted on poorly
designed, poorly articulated, poorly evaluated,
or inefficient grants programs and systems.
Grantmakers should maximise resources by
sharing lessons, and seeking and learning from
lessons shared by others.
• Australia needs more and better professional
grantmakers.
• The job of grantmaking should be afforded
appropriate professional status, training and
recompense.
• Grantmakers should listen to the communities
they serve.
• Grantmakers should be driven by outcomes,
not process. They should trust and respect
their grantees and offer programs, systems

•
•
•
•

and processes appropriate to their needs and
capacities.
Grantmakers should be efficient.
Wastage is indefensible. Skimping on systems,
technology and professional staff is equally
wicked.
Grantmakers should be ethical.
Grantmakers should ensure that the process of
grantmaking is fair, unbiased, and transparent.

MORE INFORMATION
Download the AIGM grantmaking manifesto:
aigm.com.au/aigm/values
Port Phillip Community Group:
www.ppcg.org.au/
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ï Local government
Why local grantmaking isn’t as
easy as ‘dough’-re-mi
By Matthew Schulz, journalist, Our Community

City of Port Phillip mayor Dick Gross
sported a bright red jacket and fluorescent
orange spectacles for his presentation at
Grants in Australia 2019.
The colourful mayor of the Melbourne bayside
region kicked off with a recording of the Julie
Andrews number ‘Do-re-mi’, then launched into
a talk titled “Local government and doling out the
dough”. Soon, delegates in the other room were
wondering what all the noise, fuss and laughter
were about.
Who said local government grantmaking had to
be dull?
“What’s the beginning of any local government
grantmaking process?”, he asked the room full of
local government grantmakers, as the Sound of
Music star chortled away in the background.
Cr Gross – pronounced with a short “o” as in
“hot” – reminded participants they’d have to sing
along if they weren’t able to guess the answer to
his question before the song finished.
“Design? Good answer. Wrong!”
“Budget? Wrong!”
“Consulting the community? Wrong!”

The colourful mayor of Port Phillip Dick Gross.
us to think carefully about doling out the dollars.”
Reminding delegates of the many objectives
and roles a council must hold, Cr Gross said
understanding them could help grantmakers to
do things “honestly, openly, locally and well”.
He admitted that the vast amount of
documentation used to capture council

“What you want to get out of it? Wrong!”
“Need? Wrong!”
“Reviewing your past year? Good answer …
Wrong!”
“The dough? Wrong!”
Cr Gross pretended to be a little dismayed when
someone finally correctly called out: “The Local
Government Act!”.
Then he brought the room back down to earth
by declaring, “Everything we do comes from our
statutory base.”
He said grantmakers could go for years without
looking at the act, yet the legislation was what
legitimised their spending and was “the source of
our power”.
“These are some of the issues that we never think
about, but they are in our legislation, and require

South Sudanese women’s sewing collective Twich
won a $10,000 grant from Port Phillip’s Community
Grants Program to promote sewing classes for
the whole community and teach others about
their culture.
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strategy was a taxing read for anyone, but said
grantmakers had a bigger responsibility than
most to use those plans well.
To illustrate his point, he compared different
libraries in his patch.
One he described as a “dud”, “filled with empty
tables and empty chairs”. Another was jammed
with 1000 visitors a day and was so busy during
story time that it was hard to move around the
prams.

His recipe for good grants practice?
• Robust decision-making processes
• Application forms that capture “intangible”
ambitions
• Having the courage to defund
• Ensuring that the groups you deal with are
democratic and kosher
• Monitoring outcomes and making sure
councillors hear about them.

Cr Gross challenged delegates to “search for
success”, whether in libraries or grants programs,
and to reward that success.
Watch now: Dick Gross sums up his grantmaking
suggestions
“The community depends on you to provide that
social glue, and reward excellence, and have the
courage and intelligence to work out what is the
best issue to fund, and the best people.”
But councils also needed to be brave and to
defund failures, he said.
“Why do we fund failure, when success needs our
support?”
Being at the coalface of community endeavour
meant grantmakers were among the people best
placed to realise when a council strategy was
failing. And he said they had a responsibility to
alert managers and representatives.

Watch now: Dick Gross sums up his
grantmaking suggestions

MORE INFORMATION
Port Phillip Council’s grants program:
portphillip.vic.gov.au/funds_grants.htm

Grants forum
hot topics
Should you trial video reporting? What’s the
business case for SmartyGrants? Who should
have administrator access? How do you cope
with 150 assessment panels? And what’s the
best way to handle expenditure reporting for
acquittals?
These are questions being asked now on the
AIGM grants forum, free for all AIGM members
and SmartyGrants users.
If you have any of these questions, or you need some good advice, one of the best places to
start is the forum. Online, safe for work, and populated by like-minded professionals, it’s being
used by grantmakers like you to tackle some of the tricky issues facing funders. Common
topics include feedback, acquittals, annual reports, simplifying grants, small grants and
administration forms. It’s easy to start your own topic too.
Logon now: forum.aigm.com.au and via SmartyGrants help.
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A NSW heritage grant was crucial for “The Malachi Revival” a celebration of an art-deco theatre through a
series of history-linked events in Oberon, in the NSW tablelands. Picture: Oberon Live Projects.

)

Award profile

Great grantmaker team has a
future focus for the sector
By Matthew Schulz, journalist, Our Community

Australia’s best grantmakers aren’t short of
ideas for providing funding more effectively,
with the NSW Heritage Grants Team
proposing several to make things easier for
grantseekers.

alerts, disseminate good news stories and
lessons learnt, and issue hints and tips.

These ideas saw the four-member team
jointly secure the Australian Institute of Grants
Management’s hotly contested Grantmaker of the
Year prize (see page 8).

•
•
•
•
•
•

Yet the team told the judges that they’d spent
a long time selecting only their best ideas from
many others.

Important information would be uploaded to
the system and be available any time via a
dashboard. It would host documents such as:
sample funding agreements
photo monitoring templates
key performance indicator (KPI) templates
information on monitoring and evaluation
statutory declarations
photo release forms.

The Heritage Grants Team group said the award
process had helped them to examine grants from
an applicant’s perspective.
The ideas they included in their application were:
• a grantmaker-grantseeker portal
• a planning platform for prospective applicants
• a “champion team” to support grantseekers.
Time for a grantmaker portal
The team suggests that a grantmakergrantseeker portal could be incorporated
into a grants management platform, such as
SmartyGrants, operated by the Australian Institute
of Grants Management.
The concept would see grantmakers and
grantseekers connect, share documents, issue

The team granted more than $60,000 to the
Warren Macquarie Local Aboriginal Land Council
to restore a walking trail and add signs to
highlight where families once lived.
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The heritage team said the tool could save time
by eliminating the need for mailouts and keeping
information in a single place.
Jessica Rutherford, the director of SmartyGrants
delivery, confirmed that SmartyGrants is looking
closely at the team’s ideas, particularly any that
could be incorporated into existing upgrade
plans.
“We’re always working on improvements, including
better accessibility and file management for
both grantmakers and grantseekers. These
suggestions are definitely on our radar.”

Planning platform a foundation for
better grants
The NSW Heritage Grants Team also believes
there’s room for a “planning platform” for
grantseekers. Again, the platform could be hosted
by SmartyGrants, or another grants management
tool.
The platform would be a place for grantees
to plan ideas before a round opens, with
templates, guides and checklists available to help
grantseekers develop a project before applying,
and to refine plans – during the application
process – to better meet guidelines.
Such a process would make it easier to prefill application forms and establish a standard
framework for applicants.
“As grantmakers we get feedback that the round
opening timeframe (the application phase)
is inadequate for some, such as volunteer-run
community groups, and that they need a place
for documenting their ideas and collaborating,”
the team wrote in their award-winning
application.
“This planning stage could also serve as a ‘test’ to
see if the project is ready to apply for a grant.”
The team proposed a dozen standard questions
prospective grantseekers should be able to
answer before lodging an application, such as:

The Lithgow City Council won $150,000 from the
heritage team to conserve a historic former blast
furnace, and to create tourism infrastructure for
visitors. Picture: Supplied

1. What do you want to do?
2. Why do you want to do it and why is it
important?
3. Who or what will benefit from the project?
4. How will you do it, including what are your
methods, approach, skills and engagement?
5. What grants might be suitable?
6. How will you know if your project is successful?
(including how the project will be monitored
and evaluated)
7. How long will things take to do (the project
timeline)?
8. Where does this take place (a specific location,
a region, or a community)?
9. Who will be involved in planning and delivering
the project including specialists, stakeholders or
partners?
10. Who do you need to consult before or after
applying for a grant?
11. What are the approvals, permits, licences etc
that may be required and do you need to
allocate time and money for this?
12. How much it will cost to deliver the project
successfully, based on quotes and informed
estimates?

The grants team awarded nearly $50,000 towards a film to generate awareness of the 1838 Myall Creek
massacre of 27 Aborigines in central NSW by white settlers, and the education and cultural awareness
centre that bears that name. Picture: Friends of Myall Creek.
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Grantseekers need their champions
The Heritage Grants Team have already
implemented one idea included in their
application: they’ve introduced a super-charged
grantseeker support team, and an engagement
program that has lifted successful applications
from indigenous groups dramatically.
Dubbed the "champion team", the grants support
team consists of seven people from across NSW,
four of whom are indigenous.
And rather than hiding the team behind an
anonymous email address as some grantmakers
do, they published team members’ pictures,
contact details, and expertise on their website.
This transparency allowed applicants to identify
support staff who would suits their needs in
relation to information, culture, gender and
location.
The engagement program also involved
commissioning the work of a respected
Aboriginal artist to interest stakeholders and
using appropriate language.
This has increased awareness of and sensitivity
to indigenous cultures. Another planned spinoff is for successful applicants to be invited to
showcase their grants experience with others in
their communities.
The grants team say there are good reasons for
taking this approach.
“Grantmakers need empathy, people skills and
an understanding of cultural safety. Some of our
grantees have suffered trauma and loss and
have a mistrust of government.
“Being a calm, understanding and empathetic
grantmaker provides support to the grantee and
establishes confidence and trust.”
The “champion team” plan followed an
independent evaluation of past rounds that
recommended better engagement with
grantseekers applying for funds through the
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage program.
“By giving people culturally-appropriate choices
we truly engaged and connected with customers
in a way that supported their cultural health,” the
team wrote in their application.
The champion team approach paid dividends,
with grantseekers finding staff “helpful and
enthusiastic” and being “what our community
needs”.

The Kinchela Boys Home Aboriginal Corporation
won $50,000 to create a DVD, map and website
to record the history of survivors of the former
training home as part of a Stolen Generations
heritage project.

About the NSW Heritage Grants
program
While the four-member team may be small, it
boasts a combined 55 years of experience.
Team leader Jan Nye says the rich and diverse
heritage of NSW includes values, traditions, events
and experiences, as well as landscapes, objects,
items and the built environment.
“Heritage enables us to acknowledge and
appreciate our collective history, and to
understand how events in time have impacted
the community Heritage gives context to who we
are as individuals and as a community, and how
we can embrace and celebrate that, and pass
our heritage on to future generations,” Ms Nye
says.
“Identifying, conserving and celebrating our
heritage connects us to [our] story and gives
us that sense of continuity and belonging to the
place where we live.”
The team also plans to share its ideas with the
rest of the grantmaking community, including at
the next SmartyGrants Muster in Sydney.

MORE INFORMATION
Read about past winners:
www.aigm.com.au/grant_award
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j Best practice

What makes a good grantmaker?
The NSW Heritage Grants team

Bundjalung artist Bronwyn Bancroft was commissioned to produce this work as part of a NSW Living History
program employing the theme “heritage” and drawing on ideas of travel, invention, water, land, food and art to
represent her country.

You would expect that the Grantmaker of
the Year would have a good handle on
what makes a good grantmaker, and you
would be right.
Asked what they would change about
grantmaking in Australia, the NSW Heritage
Grants Team said they would boost recognition
of the profession and the value of its contribution.
They nominated a “diverse skill set” that all good
grantmakers should attain:
• Be skilled strategic planners
• Ensure strong governance
• Know what grant programs are out there, and
educate people about opportunities
• Be great communicators and collaborators
• Have effective customer service skills
• Have expertise in financial and budget
management

• Show sound judgement and risk management
practices
• Ensure good systems management.
This combination of attributes, they say, is the
route to “transparency, equity and accountability
in grantmaking”, as well as better outcomes.
And so how should one approach these aims?
Well, the team have compiled these useful
pointers.

Strategic planning
Consider what you are trying to achieve and
what strategies and grant mechanisms will help
achieve that aim. Understand your stakeholder
groups, their agenda and needs, the level of
funding, the timeframe for delivery, and available
resourcing, and establish a risk register. This
needs to happen well before a grant program is
established.
Grants Management Intelligence
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Good governance
Procedures, processes, templates and
governance structures that are fair and
transparent and ensure accountability are
essential. Good governance and probity require:
• Guidelines with unambiguous eligibility criteria,
and unambiguous, measurable assessment
criteria
• Forms that ask the right questions
• Assessment and decision-making frameworks
that ensure good decisions
• Disclosure of conflicts of interest
• Sound documentation of decisions and record
keeping
• Robust funding agreements to clarify conditions
and responsibilities
• A process to consider variation, monitoring and
evaluation
• A culture of continual improvement.
Communications, program promotion and
customer service
A sound communications strategy that ensures
all potential applicants receive the relevant
information during program promotion – in a
format that meets their needs – is essential to
ensure program equity.
Communicating the right information to
applicants in a way they understand during a
project can help that project succeed, while
helping applicants overcome problems.
Grantmakers should also make sure they get the
right information from grantees when it comes to
monitoring, evaluation and acquittals.

Strong financial management and
reporting
Financial management skills are essential. You
need to understand your grantees’ cashflow
requirements, and adjust milestones to meet
project needs, while ensuring your organisation’s
budget needs are met, and financial delegations
are adhered to.
This requires an understanding of GST, tax
implications, financial management systems and
appropriate recording of financial information,
to meet reporting requirements and budget
management.

Operational policy
Analysing anomalies, finding appropriate
solutions to problems that arise, and
communicating the outcome to those affected
will help to maintain accountability and
consistency.

Reporting on and promoting
outcomes
Limitations on resources often mean grantmaking
outcomes aren’t appropriately acknowledged.
Taking time to report on and promote outcomes
will help ensure that the hard work of grantees
and grantmakers alike is noticed and celebrated.

Audits and evaluation
Truly reflective evaluations have the greatest
value for improving grantmaking. They require
skills in developing evaluation and audit briefs,
providing input to these processes, and reviewing
survey questions and the results.
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We’re re-imagining how
social change is made in Australia

A collaborative, creative, data-driven
workplace for the social sector
552 Victoria Street, North Melbourne 3051
City-fringe co-working space for not-for-profit
organisations, social enterprises & B Corps

www.OChouse.com.au

h Doctor’s formula
Five-step plan helps ease the
data burden
By Lachlan Pollock, reporter, Our Community

It’s no secret that measuring the impact of
a grants program means you will need to
collect a lot of data.
But it doesn’t need to be a chore. At Grantmaking
in Australia 2019, participants in the “tribal
gathering” of state and federal government
grantmakers were treated to Dr Paul Hyland’s
five-step plan to help ease the process of
collecting and analysing data.

Step 1. Know what you want
“The first step is to know what you want,”
according to Dr Hyland, a data and analytics
professional with extensive federal government
experience. He’s now the director of insights and
data at Capgemini Invent.
“You have to know what you want in precise
detail.”
The first place to look when creating a data
collection plan is the overall strategy of your
organisation.
Using this as a guide, find out what you need
to know, and work out how you are going to
measure it.

Step 2. Plan how to get it
Dr Hyland says many grantmakers already
have a good grasp on how to design a survey.
Nevertheless, he strongly recommends phoning
a friend or expert to ensure you’re asking
respondents the right questions.
“A good survey design is art.”
According to Dr Hyland, a poor survey design
may leave you without the data you are seeking
to find.
A poorly phrased question, incorrect terminology
or an unspecified answer-style may leave your
data flawed.
Rigorously planning the process from start to
finish will make your data-collection focused,
efficient and useful.
“If you start with the end in mind, getting there is
so much easier.”

Dr Paul Hyland says a systematic approach to
data will help smooth your path to success.

Step 3. Understand what you’ll do
Once you have a plan, it’s time to go out and get
your data, but data is meaningless if you don’t
understand what you’re going to do with it.
For Dr Hyland, this is where the fun starts. It’s time
for analytics.
“You have to break down what you need to
analyse and start digging.”
For grantmakers who haven’t been trained in data
science, the idea of sifting through data might
seem daunting.
But Dr Hyland says it’s best not to seek help from
outside your organisation unless it’s absolutely
required. You might find there’s more expertise
within the organisation than you realise.
“If someone understands your data, that is more
valuable than someone who simply knows data
science.”
If you need to get outside help, “Hire people who
really understand what you do, why you do it, and
what you want to get out of it.”
“Hire people then train skills. Be prepared to invest
a little bit into that.”
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Step 4. Understand what you won’t do
Understanding what you’ll do with the data is
important, but it’s only half of it.
It’s also important to know what you won’t do with
the data.
“Data brings great rewards but can also be a
liability if you don’t pay proper attention to data
governance,” said Mr Hyland.
“Make sure you have a thorough plan on how the
data will be used and safeguarded and stick to
it.”
Recheck your privacy policy and take great care
to ensure you follow it.

Step 5. Engage grantseekers and
beneficiaries
At this point, it’s important that you clearly
communicate your data collection requirements
and expectations to grantseekers or beneficiaries
– the people who will be carrying out the work
that generates the data.
“At the end of the day, they need to be on board
to say whether they can or cannot collect that
data,” Mr Hyland said.
“It’s good to have robust discussions. Work
through any potential issues with your
grantseekers or beneficiaries to ensure everything
is going to run smoothly.”

Canadian research reveals
funders’ evaluation role
Extensive research into the state of evaluation
in Canada’s charities has examined trends,
influences, and types of evaluation measures
and frameworks in that sector.
The study by Imagine Canada – which has a
mission to strengthen charities and promote
giving – tapped into the relationship between
funders and charities, the implwewwications
for both, and how funders help charities
achieve their missions.
The key findings, which reflect global trends
and aspects of the Grants in Australia study,
included:
• Comparatively few charities receive
dedicated evaluation funding
• Externally funded charities are more likely
to evaluate their work and to use more
involved techniques
• There are few direct linkages between
external funding and how charities use
evaluation results
• Dedicated evaluation funding is broadly
linked to indicators of higher evaluation
capacity
• Funded charities are facing greater
challenges over evaluation, including
pressures to measure, relationship issues
and difficulties using data

• Charities receiving dedicated evaluation
funding have more collaborative
relationships with funders and find
communications more productive.
Read the report in full: imaginecanada.ca/
research
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Youth involved an extension of the “Sonnets in Noongar” project in which Shakespearean works were performed
in traditional Noongar language. Funds come via the Noongar Charitable Trust, which is managed by Equity
Trustees. Picture: Eva Fernandez.

b Grants transparency

Philanthropic fund giant’s shift to
outcomes-oriented grantmaking
By Matthew Schulz, journalist, Our Community

Having distributed more than $124 million
worth of grants in the 2018–19 financial year,
Equity Trustees is Australia’s second-largest
steward of funds for charitable trusts and
foundations.
It handles the affairs of 650 different funds, and
increased distributions by a massive $37.1 million
on the previous year.

room, says the general manager of charitable
trusts and philanthropy, Jodi Kennedy. And that
was the fact that the organisation wasn’t doing
enough to demonstrate how it was making an
impact.
At the Grantmaking in Australia conference, in
a panel session dedicated to Equity Trustees’

Its grants – on behalf of those funds – are spread
across a wide span of social endeavour. This
includes major investments in medical research,
the young, the old, the environment and animals,
human services, arts and culture, community
development and indigenous services.
Managing all those grants – 3200 annually at last
count – is a huge task, a bigger responsibility,
and an incredible opportunity for the 18-member
team to generate impact.
GMI readers will be most interested in the
approximately two-thirds of its distributions that
come from “discretionary” funds. These are the
funds for which decision-making on spending
has been entrusted to Equity Trustees.

Why paying the bills is not enough for
philanthropy
Yet until recently, in the important area of
distribution, there remained an elephant in the

Jodi Kennedy explaining the organisation’s
transformation at the Grantmaking in Australia
conference.
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Some of the residents at Wintringham Specialist Aged Care, who are beneficiaries of the Andrew Miller Estate,
which has provided land for more than 170 residential units.]

re-orientation towards outcomes, Ms Kennedy
characterised the transformation as a move from
“being stewards of money to becoming drivers of
social change”.
This move was prompted by Ms Kennedy’s
realisation soon after joining the organisation in
2017 that Equity Trustees needed better insights
into its activities if it was to truly meet its stated
goals.
“What I discovered early on was that [while] we
were really good, and very efficient, around the
actual distribution of the money, it was apparent
that we really didn't have much of a sense of how
effective we were being as funders in the sector.
“The challenge is in being able to demonstrate
why people should entrust us with their money.”
And that, she says, is why the organisation
realised it must go beyond “careful stewardship”.
“We had to demonstrate that we are not just
giving money to charity, we are deepening
that impact of that money by the way we are
stewarding and distributing that money to the
sector.”
The switch has meant the organisation has
become more informed about its funding, has
empowered grantseekers, is better able to advise
clients, is helping enhance the culture of giving
in Australia, and is looking for better ways to
collaborate with like-minded organisations to
solve society’s biggest problems.

The risks of not measuring impact
Ms Kennedy acknowledges disquiet by some
philanthropists who believe this kind of analysis
is too expensive, too time-consuming, and
inessential to the task of distributing funds.

philanthropic funds may not always have the
desired effect.
“All funders giving money at scale have a
responsibility to do this [measure impact]. There
can be negative and unintended consequences
for funders. And unless you engage in a learning
journey to understand what those are, and your
influence and impact is, then how are you going
to know if there are those negative outcomes?”
Measuring impact also meant being much more
upfront with grantees.
“We had never really been very transparent
around how much, where, and why we gave the
money to the organisations that we did. It's easy
for us to demand the sector to show evidence
about how you're making impact, and why should
we give it to you, over somebody else. And yet,
we as an organisation weren't doing that.”

A public commitment to change,
collaboration
Now Equity Trustees accepts that like its
beneficiaries, it must show evidence, and it has
put its intentions on display.
Part of that commitment to evidence was last
year’s Annual Giving Review, in which Equity
Trustees outlined its proposed impact framework.

"The challenge is in being
able to demonstrate why
people should entrust us
with their money."

But she says that thinking ignores the risk that
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Ms Kennedy explains the intent: “This is where we
started to say publicly, ‘This is who we are, this is
what we do, this is where we're heading. And if
you're seeking funding, here's some insight into
the decision-making process’.”
That impact measurement framework will be
rolled out over three years. It aims to deepen
community impact by:
• cultivating a culture of effective philanthropy
• strengthening the for-purpose sector
• using impact measurement and insights to
catalyse lasting positive social impact across
four key areas.
Those four areas are children and young people;
ageing and aged care; medical research and
health; and animals and the environment.
This new tactic has generated a greater
understanding of the importance of collaboration
for the organisation, because as an influential,
networked organisation with the ear of active
philanthropists, Equity Trustees is well placed to
bring power brokers together to solve society’s
biggest problems.
Equity Trustees can identify, for example, a
group of philanthropists with common goals and
interests related to ageing, for example, to work
as a team.
“One of the major things we’ve learnt is let’s not
try to do this on our own but use our influence
and position as a large corporation to bring
people to the table that need to be there, to solve
those complex problems,” Ms Kennedy says.

How Equity Trustees is leaning on the
experts
Equity Trustees has been working with impact
specialists Think Impact for about a year on this
project.
Think Impact founder Ross Wyatt told delegates
Equity Trustees is helping to solve a $130 billion
problem: that, he says, is the total revenue of forpurpose organisations in the country, all trying
to tackle difficult social problems, yet often in
isolation.
He said that with Think Impact’s assistance, Equity
Trustees is doing two crucial things: informing
philanthropists about those big challenges, and
identifying the best investments to address those
social challenges, particularly in the focus areas
listed in its Annual Giving Review.
It means, he says, that organisations such as
Equity Trustees can “focus on the areas that
matter and invest responsibly”.
But he warns that other organisations considering
following the same path must understand that it’s

Children at the New York! New York! For Kids
exhibition at the National Gallery of Victoria in
Melbourne last year. The event was supported by
the Truby and Florence Williams Charitable Trust,
which is managed by Equity Trustees.

not just about adopting a framework, “like a warm
comfy blanket”. He says organisations may need
to change their culture, systems, processes, and
even data capture methods to be capable of
“impact-led design” of their grants programs.
Mr Wyatt says a challenge has been upending
the power dynamic between “givers and
receivers” and encouraging philanthropists to
accept that having money doesn’t necessarily
mean having solutions: in fact, the organisations
they are funding may have those answers.
Equity Trustees is now moving to the second
phase of its outcomes-focused program, which
will establish a new way of working with grant
recipients and philanthropists.
The organisation says this will mean changing
how it handles grants acquittals, with a renewed
focus on what was achieved with the funds, as
distinct from looking at whether the funds were
spent as planned.
At the Australian Institute of Grants Management,
we’ll be watching with great interest and keep you
informed.

Declaration: Our Community is a beneficiary of
Equity Trustees through a program to assist social
purpose organisations to access and employ
data science. Read more

MORE INFORMATION
Equity Trustees Giving Review: www.eqt.com.
au/givingreview
Ross Wyatt: Why we can't just keep evaluating
to justify
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. Conference keynote
When you’re
asking
for evaluation,
put yourself in
‘Sonia’s’ shoes
By Matthew Schulz, journalist, Our Community

Impact specialist Andrew Callaghan
from the Australian Social Value Bank
(ASVB) urges grantmakers to consider
the challenges not-for-profit and charity
managers face amid funders’ increased
expectations of impact evaluation.
Mr Callaghan – speaking at Grantmaking in
Australia 2019 – says that when you request an
evaluation, you should picture “Sonia”, who looks
something like this:
•
•
•
•
•

A senior manager
Works for a medium-sized not-for-profit
Is conducting activities across Australia
Doesn’t have evaluation knowledge or skills
Has limited capacity to undertake evaluation
work within the organisation
• Is getting mixed messages about what she
should be doing from various funders
On top of all that, her organisation is battling
to create its own evaluation framework and
measurement methods, and hoping to safeguard
its funding and promote its social impact.

Sonia is likely to face further hurdles in “aligning”
her organisation with those expectations, such
as attempting to address “high level” indicators
such as “harm reduction” or “preventing suicide”
that are commonly adopted by governments with
big-picture agendas.
As Mr Callaghan points out, it can be difficult for
smaller organisations to demonstrate they’ve
done work that meet those big-picture aims.
He suggests that grantmakers designing or
working with those frameworks have a clear
understanding of what they’re expecting from
grant recipients.
This means, for instance, understanding the
differences between research and evaluation,
even if some of the methods used to achieve
results are similar.

“Think about it from her angle if you’re a grant
provider, [and especially] the challenges she
faces in proving impact,” Mr Callaghan said.
Part of that challenge is the inconsistency Sonia
faces in dealing with different government
agencies across Australia, each expecting her
to adopt a different outcomes framework and
different indicators.
AVSB’s analysis of the different states suggests
New South Wales is leading the way in terms of
its outcomes frameworks, now embedded into
contracts, such as those for social housing and
homelessness. Other states, such as Western
Australia, are still in “draft” mode when it comes
to outcomes, but are rolling out their frameworks
nonetheless.

ASVB impact specialist Andrew Callaghan
says funders need to stay focused on grant
recipients when it comes to evaluation.
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And he says grants evaluation should follow
principles of “social value” that are already widely
accepted, including:
• Stakeholder involvement: Including the design
of measurement approaches and questions
• Understanding what’s changed, and the effects
that are valuable to your organisation and
stakeholders
• Valuing only things material to your program,
and avoiding taking credit for the work of other
partners or over-claiming the effect of what
you’re doing
• Being transparent about how you got
your findings, including your methodology
– particularly if other organisations are
considering employing your approach on the
basis of your projects.

WATCH NOW: Andrew Callaghan’s key
messages for grantmakers.
He suggests grantmakers need to ask themselves
these questions:
1. What are my desired outcomes?
2. What am I going to invest to evaluate the
program against those outcomes?
3. What is the support mechanism to ensure
recipients are able to collect the data needed?
4. What is my process for auditing the data to
ensure it is sound?
5. What are we going to use the evaluation data
for?
They’re easy questions to ask, but as grantmakers
will attest, much harder to answer.
And never forgetting “Sonia”, Mr Callaghan believes
many funders need to focus more on point
three, keeping an eye on how evaluations are
progressing and stepping in to help when required
to ensure things get back on track.

MORE INFORMATION
Based on the generally accepted principles
of Social Return on Investment, commonly
referred to as SROI, “I see them as a broader
set of principles about evaluation and impact
measurement”, Mr Callaghan says.

Measure twice, cut once: Andrew Callaghan
explains why grantmakers have the power
Social value: The seven key principles (PDF
from Social Value International)
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8 Grants marketing
How Sunsuper
makes its
grants shine
By Stefanie Ball, Funding Centre

Our Community sister enterprise, the
Funding Centre, helps charities, notfor-profits and businesses find suitable
grants from among the billions in funding
distributed each year in Australia.
So what makes some grants more popular than
others?
Dreams for a Better World has been among the
Funding Centre's top 10 most popular grants
programs – as measured by the number of
“clicks” its online directory listing attracts – every
month for the past six months.

GG’s Flowers in Canberra received $15,000
in grants from Dreams for a Better World to
provide more jobs for people with disabilities.

Funded by the Brisbane-based industry
superannuation fund Sunsuper, Dreams for
a Better World awards $150,000 each year in
grants to not-for-profit organisations and small
businesses working to improve the lives of people
in their communities. The 2020 rounds begin in
February.
There are four rounds under the program,
with the ‘Better Living’, ‘Brighter Futures, and
‘Active Community’ rounds awarding grants of
between $5,000 and $50,000 to not-for-profit
organisations, and a ‘Better Business’ round which
awards between $5,000 and $15,000 to small
business owners and social enterprises.
The program receives more than 1000
applications each year, and selects 12 grant
recipients. For each grants round, a public voting
process is used to select grant recipients from a
shortlist.
We spoke to Sunsuper’s Alice Andrewartha about
the program, how they promote it, and seek
lessons for other grantmakers.

AIGM: How do you promote your grant
program?
Alice Andrewartha, Sunsuper: Sunsuper runs
several campaigns throughout the year on
Facebook, regularly updates its website and
sends quarterly newsletters to its email database.

WATCH: See Sunsuper’s grants promotion video
The structure of the program means that several
campaigns can run with different messages,
targeting different community groups four
times a year. This helps build awareness and
engagement with the program.
Time was also invested in looking at Google
Analytics and understanding where users were
coming from and how they were engaging with
the website. This led to identifying all the grants
databases that had information listed about
the program and ensuring the information was
accurate and up to date.

Why use a public voting process?
The two-week campaign allows grantseekers
to reach out to their networks and community
in new ways and ask people to get behind their
dream, by simply voting for their cause instead
of asking for donations or volunteers again.
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Some unexpected benefits from this short burst
of engagement include new relationships, an
increase in volunteers and additional donations
for the finalists involved.
During the round one voting campaign this year,
a supporter of Thread Together, a NSW-based
charity that distributes excess fashion retail stock
to people in need shared its ‘Vote for us’ post, and
another donor, who heard of the not-for-profit
during the voting, reached out and actually gave
Thread Together a significant donation.
What advice do you have for other
grantmakers?
It is vital to understand which audiences are
engaged with the program, what content they are
most likely to respond to and have a clear call to
action – all this information can be found through
Google Analytics, Facebook reporting and EDM
reports.

Active Eight runs arts-based therapy in Brisbane
for kids with disabilities. It’s opened two new
studios since receiving a Sunsuper grant in 2017.

It is also important to build relationships with
grant recipients and grantseekers. Be responsive
to queries, understand why people may have
difficulty submitting an application and quickly
resolve any issues. Understanding how and when
people submit an application is also a good
insight, so make it as user-friendly as possible.

How do you know that the programs you fund
are successful?

For example, allowing people to download the
form in a Word document means they can start
work right away before they copy their responses
into the application form.

Once selected, finalists continue to be part of the
Sunsuper community and benefit from ongoing
relationships with the fund, its partners and staff.

Previous grant recipients and grantseekers
often say that they have had a really enjoyable
experience being a part of the Dreams for a
Better World program. They say the application
form is user-friendly and having the flexibility on
how the grant is expensed is a game changer.
One grant recipient used some of a grant to
cover copyright and licencing, which had been a
major roadblock to expanding a program.
Processes and campaigns are constantly
reviewed to combat application fatigue and
disengagement, because the success of the
program comes down to finding and supporting
community initiatives that are truly making a
difference.

A simple way to measure and monitor the impact
of a grant program is to foster and maintain
relationships with funding recipients both
throughout and after the length of a program.

Sunsuper checks in with grant recipients 12
months on from receiving the grants to find
out how the grant was beneficial and to offer
additional non-financial support including
mentoring, connections, or volunteers.
Some grant recipients are also invited to events
such as the Dreams Grand Final, Sunsuper
Riverfire in Queensland and Nine Telethon,
to share their stories of social impact. Nip
Wijewickrema, GG’s Flowers’ co-founder, recently
featured on the Sunsuper’s New School of Super
podcast talking about the importance of work,
accessibility and the power of giving back as a
business.

MORE INFORMATION
dreamsforabetterworld.com.au
fundingcentre.com.au
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